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TenorsetsProductinformation



Tensionrings  

Made out of special aluminum alloy. Focused on 
strenght and durability.  
Precizely CC machined, mirror finished and available 
in different finishes. 
Just the best quality available on the entire market

The UFT series are build as a Free Floating concept. The unique construction where the drumhead is tensioned be-
tween the aluminium collar and the tension ring. Both components are precisely CC machined and stand for an extra 
ordinary strong construction. 
The only tension limit is the strength of your drumhead. The drums are completed with an attachable special sized (2 
feature) cut of shell for an optimum of protection The drums can be used with our without shell.  

 Caribbean Band Series Tenorset | To be creative in sound, and performance!! 

Caribbean band Series Tenorsets

Caribbean Band Series Tenorset | To be creative in sound, and performance!! 

We only use the best components and fore these series we choose for Remo Marching Pinstripe 
heads for the high tenor high tension you might need 
Standard mounted on the instrument. 

“The best drums need only the best available drumheads”   

Drumheads

                          Collar

                                    Made out of special aluminium alloy.  Focused on strength and            
                             durability.  Precisely CC machined to create just the best construction 
for both bearing edge and extreme high tension. The collar just stand for quality and a 
life time durability.   To adapt the drum to a carrier we choose the collar to attached the 
adaptor for a strong connection between carrier an drum. 

Tension Rods

The drums are fitted with 12 stainless steel tension rods 
(M6X 1,5) for durability and strength to stand the high 
tension suitable for these drums, creating the sound / 
tension you need.

Lugs 

Pressed into the collar the 12 steel inserts 
guarantee a lifetime functioning.  
Made for extreme tension ad precize tuning.

Underneath the number of lugs to create an   
optimum of  tuning suited on these drums 

6”  6 lugs 
8” 6 lugs 
10”  6 lugs 
12”  8 lugs 
13”  8 lugs 
14” 10 lugs?? 
 
 

Shell mounting system

The UFI Vortex High Tension Snaredrums 
can be played with or without shells. The 
shells can be easily attached to the collar.



Color Options

Shells

Plywood Impact  |  A 6mm 6- ply wooden shell made out of a combination of beech and occume. 
Both wood species which are the basics of light and strong drums shell.  
Available in standard and power version.  
 

Plywood Impact | The heartbeat of your drum!! 

Aluforce  |  Precisely CC bended and welded aluminium shells made out of a special 1.5 mm aluminium sheet material.  
Extremely light in weight with an excellent performance in sound and durability.
 

Aluforce it just says where it stands for!!  
Light in weight and strong in sound!!

Features and Models

Art. nr. Size Shell Tensionrings Tension 
Rods 

Drumheads Weight

UFT 303S 10”/12”/13” Plywood Impact 2.3 mm steel 6/8/8 Remo Marching 
Pinstripe

7.5 kg
16,5 lbs

UFT 402S 8”/10”/12”/13” Plywood Impact 2.3 mm steel 6/6/8/8 Remo Marching 
Pinstripe

9,2 kg
20,28 lbs

UFT 501S 6”/8”/10”/12”/13” Plywood Impact 2.3 mm steel 6/6/6/8/8 Remo Marching 
Pinstripe

10,4 kg
22,9 lbs

UFT 601S 6”/6”/8”/10”/12”/13” Plywood Impact 2.3 mm steel 6/6/6/6/8/8 Remo Marching 
Pinstripe

11,7 kg
25,7 lbs

Art. nr. Size Shell Tensionrings Tension Rods Drumheads Weight

AFF 303S 10”/12”/13” Aluforce 2.3 mm steel 6/8/8 Remo Marching 
Pinstripe

5,9 kg 
13,0 lbs

AFF 402S 8”/10”/12”/13” Aluforce 2.3 mm steel 6/6/8/8 Remo Marching 
Pinstripe

7,4 kg 
16,4 lbs

AFF 501S 6”/8”/10”/12”/13” Aluforce 2.3 mm steel 6/6/6/8/8 Remo Marching 
Pinstripe

8,5 kg
18,7 lbs

AFF 601S 6”/6”/8”/10”/12”/13” Aluforce 2.3 mm steel 6/6/6/6/8/8 Remo Marching 
Pinstripe

9,7 kg 
21,3 lbs

“Various Shell and Hardware colour finishes available, please ask for colour charts!”
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